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DeskPack for Adobe® Illustrator®
DeskPack 16.1.2 compatible with Adobe CC2018 (Illustrator 22)

This version supports Adobe Illustrator CS6, CC2015.3, CC2017 and CC2018. Support for CC2015 has been dropped in DeskPack 16.1.2.
 DeskPack 16.1.2 supports MacOS X 10.13 (High Sierra)

Support for MacOS X 10.9 has been dropped for DeskPack 16.1.2.

This version is supported on MacOS X 10.10, 10.11, 10.12 and 10.13.
1. Dynamic Barcodes
Dynamic Barcodes: added EAN 13 Swissmedic

- An EAN 13 barcode used for items **licensed by the Swiss Agency for Therapeutic Products**
  - Always starts with "7680"
  - Uses a specific text positioning
  - Adds the text "swissmedic" below the code

![Barcode Example](image_url)
Support for new GS1 Application Identifier 22

- GS1 barcodes and their Composite Components accept and encode a new GS1 Application Identifier (AI)
  - 22: Consumer product variant

- Moreover, the definition of GS1 Application Identifiers 91 to 99 was changed, they can now encode up to 90 characters
2. boostX
Bag types in Dimension Lines plug-in

- 6 new presets have been added to facilitate creation of dimension lines for standard, popular bag types

- You can create a bag type and update its dimensions in the rows/columns user interface by selecting ‘custom’ from the Preset dropdown

- User Interface has been simplified, styling options are now default hidden. They can be accessed through the ‘show options’ command in the plug-ins fly-out menu
Bag types in Dimension Lines plug-in

Example Stand-up Pouch bag
3. Dynamic Marks
New Text Variable ‘Ink Coverage’

- A new text variable ‘Ink Coverage’ is available for custom marks
- Select the ink number (and unit) for which you would like to display the ink coverage value
- Calculation of the ink coverage value is ‘on demand’, by clicking the update button in the Dynamic Marks palette
4. Esko Data Exchange
Annotations plug-in: Edit, reply, set review status

- Existing annotations of a document opened from WebCenter can now be edited, if user permission allows.

- It’s also possible to set review status and reply to existing annotations.

- In order to upload the annotation changes to WebCenter, WebCenter Connector 16.1.2 is required.
DeskPack for Adobe® Photoshop®
DeskPack 16.1.2 compatible with Adobe CC2018 (Photoshop 19)

This version supports Adobe Photoshop CS6, CC2015.5, CC2017 and CC2018.
Support for CC2015 has been dropped in DeskPack 16.1.2.
DeskPack 16.1.2 supports MacOS X 10.13 (High Sierra)

Support for MacOS X 10.9 has been dropped for DeskPack 16.1.2.
This version is supported on MacOS X 10.10, 10.11, 10.12 and 10.13.